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Today’s talk:
• Two approaches to single photon manipulation 

using atomic ensembles & Electromagnetically Induced Transparency
Single photon generation and shaping  using Raman scattering: 

experimental progress
applications in  long-distance quantum communication

Towards nonlinear optics with single photons    
stationary pulses of light in atomic medium
novel nonlinear optical techniques with stationary pulses 

• Outlook



Motivation:

storage & processing
transmission of quantum states 

over "large" distances
… need new tools for strong coupling of light and matter: 
interface for reversible  quantum state exchange between light and matter
robust methods to produce, manipulate …quantum  states

• Specifically quantum networks & quantum communication …

new tools for coherent localization, storage and processing of
quantum light signals

Current efforts: “connect” one or two nodes



Strong coupling of light & matter: ongoing efforts
• Use single atoms for memory and absorb or emit a photon in a controlled way

Problem: single atom absorption cross-section is tiny (~ λ2)
Cavity QED: fascinating (but also very difficult) experiments

H.Walter (MPQ)
S.Harosche (ENS)
H.J.Kimble (Caltech)
G.Rempe (MPQ)
Y.Yamamoto (Stanford)

• Photons interact strongly with large, resonant ensembles of atoms

… but usual absorption does not preserve coherence
Main challenge: coherent control of resonant optical properties



control
signal

spin wave

EIT: a tool for atomic memory

Coherent control of resonant, optically dense atomic medium via 
Electromagnetically Induced Transparency

Coupled propagation of photonic and spin wave: “dark state polaritons”
Strongly coupled excitations of  light and spin wave  slowly propagate together

… and can be manipulated
E.g. signal wave can coherently converted into a spin wave, i.e. “stored” in  medium.

Early work: S.Harris, M.Scully,E.Arimondo, A.Imamoglu, L.Hau, M.Fleischhauer, M.Lukin, R.Walsworth



Two approaches for quantum state manipulation
EIT and photon state storage are linear optical techniques

photons or spin waves at a level of single quanta 
Need: techniques for creating & manipulating quantum states of 

Two approaches:

Atomic and photonic state preparation  via Raman scattering
(weak nonlinearity and quantum measurement)

Stationary pulses of light in atomic medium: 
towards nonlinear optics with single photons



Preparing single photon pulses  with  controlled 
spatio-temporal properties via Raman scattering

Goal: narrowband (kHz - MHz) single photons “on demand”,
fitting atomic spectral lines 

Previous work: microwave domain (ENS, MPQ), 
solid-state emitters (Stanford, ETH …), 
parametric down-conversion, 
single atoms in micro-cavities (Caltech,MPQ)



Raman scattering: source of correlated atom-photon pairs 
Atom-photon correlations in Raman scattering

write control
Stokes

g

Flipped spins and Stokes photons are strongly correlated: 
when n Stokes photons emitted n spins are flipped

...but each emitted photon is uniquely correlated with a well defined spin-wave 
mode due to momentum conservation

Blombergen,Raymer

Spontaneous Stokes photons have arbitrary direction 



Raman preparation of atomic ensemble

• Quantum measurement prepares the state of atomic ensemble:
detecting n Stokes photons in certain  mode “prepares” atomic state 

with exactly n excitations in a well-defined mode

• Stored state can be converted to polariton and then to anti-Stokes photon 
by applying resonant retrieve control beam

• Retrieval beam prevents re-absorption due to EIT

1 photon

vacuum

• we don't know which particular spin flips:  collective states are excited

g

• collective states store all quantum correlations, allow for readout via polaritons,
directionality, pulse shaping as long as spin coherence is preserved!



Retrieving the state of spin wave

• Stored state can be converted to polariton and then to anti-Stokes photon 
by applying resonant retrieve control beam

• Retrieval beam prevents re-absorption due to EIT
controls propagation properties of the retrieved (anti-Stokes) pulse

anti-Stokes retrieve
control

Source of quantum-mechanically Stokes and anti-Stokes photons
analogous to “twin beams” in parametric downconverters

but with build-in atomic memory!

Andre, Duan, MDL, PRL 88 243602 (2002)
early work:  MDL, Matsko, Fleischhauer, Scully PRL (1999)



Experiments

AOM

laser
AOM

87Rb 
vapor cell

PBS

gratings

laser
filters

single photon counters

write control

retrieve control Raman channel

Retrieve channel

medium: N~1010 Rb atoms + buffer gas, hyperfine states, storage times ~ milliseconds 
Raman frequency difference 6.8 GHz

implementation: long-lived memory allows to make pulses long compared to time 
resolution  of single photon counters 

Early work: C.van der Wal et al., Science, 301, 196 (2003)
A.Kuzmich et al., Nature, 423, 731 (2003) 



Key feature: quantum nature of correlations

S

AS
- V =

variance of difference
photon shot noise

< 1   nonclassical
= 0   ideal correlations

V = 0.94 ± 0.01

compare with

50-50 beamspliter

• Vary the delay time between   
preparation and retrieval 

V< 1  pulses quantum mechanically correlated

Non-classical pulses with controllable timing

Quantum correlations
exist within spin coherence
time (limited by losses) 

M.Eisaman, L.Childress, F.Massou, A.Andre,A.Zibrov, MDL Phys.Rev.Lett (2004)



Spatio-temporal control of few-photon pulses in retrieval

anti-Stokes retrieve
control

Experiment Theory

• Idea: rate of retrieval (polariton velocity) 
is proportional to control intensity

Pulses are close to Fourier-transform limited 
Duration & shape of  retrieved pulses controllable



Requirements for high fidelity single photon generation 

Need to combine
• good mode matching
• low excitation number in preparation (loss insensitive regime)
• large signal to noise in retrieve channel, high retrieval efficiency

Robust mode-matching geometry based on ideas of phase conjugation

write control retrieve control
Stokes anti-Stokes

Results: 
50 fold improvement in signal to noise  
single photon generation at room temperature

• 30% retrieval efficiency
• kHz rep rate
• large suppression of two-photon events 



Detecting quantum nature of single photons 
in correlation measurements [cf J. Clauser 70s]

S Condition on one Stokes 
click

BS

AS1

AS2
Anti-
Stokes

Measure fluctuations of the 
anti-Stokes photons

Stokes

g(2) (AS)  = ‹AS1•AS2›/ ‹AS1›‹AS2›

≥ 1 classical coherent
< 1 quantum
= 0 Fock state |1>

Average number of anti-Stokes photons 
in conditionally generated pulse nAS= 0.35

More than 50% suppression of 2 photon events

T= 20o C data

Single-mode, single photon beam with substantial degree 
of non-classical correlations



Single-photon  light pulses  with controlled  
spatio-temporal properties: a new “tool”

Jeff Kimble group (Caltech): single photon generation  & timing 
of photon pair correlations in MOT Phys.Rev.Lett. 92 213601 (2004) 

quant-ph/0406050

Steve Harris (Stanford), Vladan Vuletic (MIT): mode matching, high 
retrieval efficiency up to 90% in a cavity

Alex Kuzmich (Georgia Tech): multiplexing memory nodes, 
storage of two (polarization) states in distinct regions of ensemble

Our ongoing efforts: quantum link between two remote 
memory nodes



Outlook: entanglement generation via absorbing channel
and quantum communication

Basis for quantum repeater protocol for long-distance 
quantum communication Duan, Lukin, Cirac and Zoller, Nature 414, 413 (2001)



Towards nonlinear optics with single photon pulses



Stationary light pulses in an atomic medium

• Would like to use long-lived memory for light  for enhancement 
of nonlinear optics

Idea: controlled conversion of the propagating pulse into 
the excitation with localized, stationary electromagnetic energy

New possibilities for enhanced nonlinear optical processes, 
analogous to cavity QED

Mechanism: combination of EIT & Bragg reflections from 
controlled, spatial modulation of the atomic absorption



EIT in a standing wave control light
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Such medium becomes high-quality Bragg reflector

Optical properties of EIT medium …

… are modified by standing-wave control field:
produces sharp modulation of atomic absorption in space
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Idea of this work

Releasing stored spin wave into modulated EIT medium creates 
light pulse that can not propagate



Propagation dynamics: storage in spin states 

control light

signal light
QuickTime™ and a Animation decompressor are needed to see this picture.

spin coherence



Propagation dynamics: release in standing wave 

control light

signal light
QuickTime™ and a Animation decompressor are needed to see this picture.

spin coherence



Stationary pulses of light bound to atomic coherence

forward signal

distance distance distance

time
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Physics:
analogous to “defect” in periodic (photonic) crystal: 

finess (F) of localized mode determined by optical depth 

Localization, holding, release completely controlled
In optimal case, no losses, no added noise, linear optical technique

Theory: A.Andre & MDL Phys.Rev.Lett. 89 143602 (2002)



Observing stationary pulses of light
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Observing stationary pulses of light
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Observing stationary pulses of light
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Proof of stationary pulses
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Proof of stationary pulses
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• measure fluorescence caused 
by the stationary light pulse

time
M.Bajcsy, A.Zibrov & MDL 

Nature, 426, 638 (2003) 



Controlling stationary pulses

Controlled localization in three dimensions via waveguiding

Shaping the mode of the stationary pulses with control pulse trains

Novel mechanisms for nonlinear optics



Efficient nonlinear optics (Kerr effect) as a sequence 
of 3 linear operations

Novel techniques for nonlinear optics: the idea
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Novel techniques for nonlinear optics



Efficient nonlinear optics as a sequence of 3 linear operations

Towards single photon nonlinear optics

Nonlinear shift results from interaction of photonic 
components of stationary pulse with stored spin wave

density-length 
= effective F

Controlled nonlinear processes at a  single photon level

Practical realization: challenging but feasible
• Cold atoms in dipole traps & PBF waveguides:
n~ 1013 cm-3

optical depth ~ 103
• A ~few µm2

• ϕNLN~π

• Impurity-doped optical fibers Friedler, Pertosyan, Kurizki (2004)
Andre et al, Phys.Rev.Lett. (2005)



Summary

• Progress in single photon manipulation via atomic memory

• Shaping single photon pulses  via Raman scattering and EIT 

simultaneous control over timing, shapes,direction and photon number  
outlook: new techniques for long distance quantum communication

• Stationary pulses of light in atomic medium
proof of principle experiments
outlook: new nonlinear optical techniques, 

towards single photon nonlinear optics



Harvard Quantum Optics group

Matt Eisaman Axel Andre 
Lily Childress               Jake Taylor
Darrick Chang              Michal Bajsci
Dmitry Petrov Anders Sorensen --> Niels Bohr Inst
Alexander Zibrov

Collaboration with
Ron Walsworth’s group (CFA)
Ignacio Cirac (MPQ), Luming Duan (Michigan), & Peter Zoller (Innsbruck)

Eugene Demler (Harvard), Charlie Marcus (Harvard) & Amir Yacobi (Weizmann), 
Yoshi Yamamoto (Stanford)

http://qoptics.physics.harvard.edu
Review: Rev. Mod. Phys. 75, 457 (2003)

Ehud Altman --> Wiezmann
Caspar van der Wal --> Delft

$$$ NSF-CAREER, NSF-ITR, Packard & Sloan Foundations,
DARPA, ONR-DURIP, ARO, ARO-MURI


